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UAVI - First crypto drone ecosystem
in the world

UAVI
Vision
“We are building a drone ecosystem”
The UAVI Team is building the world’s first decentralized crypto-drone
ecosystem.
As part of the UAVI ecosystem, we are creating a community sharing
& service oriented marketplace PLATFORM.
The UAVI Platform provides DeFi solutions in the world of drones
through the use of the UAVI token and UAVI NFT issuance plural..
We are developing blockchain-based data storage that provides a
decentralized, transparent, unalterable data-security system for the
drone market through the use of smart contracts.
The UAVI Team`s vision is that blockchain is way more than a
technology, we develop Business on Blockchain.
Fast, accurate, fully documented work and 100% control over the
tasks. Unalterable data storage, live image transmission and secured
image and video storage.
All this when you need it - and only then, in an environment-friendly way, made possible by the UAVI Ecosystem.
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UAVI Vision

UAVI
…get connected
The sudden explosive development of drones and blockchain technology
is completely changing our world as we know it.

Drones today are a bit like what a smartphone was just over a decade ago: a wellknown device, but widely underestimated in
terms of innovation and business potential.
In the same way a smartphone combines
a small portable telephone with a larger
computer: To people outside the industry,
drones seem like a mere combination of a
camera with a small airplane or helicopter, drones do a whole lot more than that.
Both the hardware and the software used to
build drones have reached very advanced
levels, so the key question now lies in drone
applications. Drones already play a key role
in all industry aspects and are indirectly
helping citizens with everyday services.
Drones are replacing the human workforce
in hazardous and routine tasks. All this in a
cost-effective, environment-friendly, and
fully documented manner.

Blockchain technology is a distributed
database technology that holds records of
digital information with transparency, security and works without a controlled central
organisation. The technology is primarily
used to verify transactions within digital
currencies, code and insert practically any
document into the blockchain. Doing so
creates an indelible record that cannot be
changed. The record’s authenticity can be
verified by the entire community using the
blockchain, instead of a single centralized
authority.
UAVI uses these technologies to create
a data security system that allows events
in the ecosystem to be stored together
with the provenance of the digital asset in
a decentralized manner, hence making it
unalterable.

UAVI connects these two innovative technologies:

Drone & Blockchain = UAVI
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UAVI Vision

UAVI
In a nutshell

Ecosystem

UAVI
is the first

decentralized
drone

Business
on Blockchain
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UAVI in a nutshell

Platform

UAVI
brings innovation...

…in TIME – pick the fastest solution.

Technology of the future
First of its kind blockchain based crypto-ecosystem.
Fast, Accurate, Reliable

…in MONEY – move your business to blockchain.
Decentralized. Transparent. Managed.
Deflationary monetary policies. Updateable. Increasing value.
User bonus system. Hodler bonus system.Transactional bonus
system.

…in ENVIRONMENT – simply zero emission.
UAVI ecosystem connects.
A demand based usage.
Spatial equality. - „a new environmental perspective”

…in SECURITY – trustworthy audit log
on the blockchain
Decentralized data storage
Time stamped video/photo documentation
Smart contracts
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UAVI in a nutshell

UAVI
concept
We are building…
… the first crypto-drone ecosystem in the world.

Community sharing
UAVI is one of the first to offer a community drone-sharing solution. Some elements of the
services that appear in the UAVI ecosystem, such as drones, pilots, or even complete services,
can be shared with the community and rented on a demand-to-use basis. These services can
be used with a direct UAVI transaction, or with an issued NFT as a pre-booked service.

Unalterable transparency
Using the UAVI Platform will help people to apply technologies that make everyday life
more transparent. The use of the UAVI platform makes the work performed verifiable with
the help of the blockchain technology, thus giving the user the opportunity to follow up and
encourage efficient work.
Our goal is to ensure that events in the UAVI ecosystem have legal probative value, and if
necessary, could be accessed even decades later.
Compliance with contractual agreements is recorded by the UAVI ecosystem with decentralized blockchain data storage, making it possible for anyone to retrieve data at any time. The
authenticity of the data should be unquestionable in the case of photo or video documentation.
Events documented in the UAVI ecosystem have legal probative value, whether it is the
performance of a service, the occurrence of a safety event, the timely completion of construction processes, or the complete assessment of an area. In addition to the authentic and
unalterable storage of events, we also issue a document containing legal protection in the
form of an NFT, which can also be purchased from the UAVI market if required.
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UAVI concept

Quality
We will develop a UAVI token-based reward system to incentivise quality work, using the
data recorded on the blockchain, where both the service provider and the customer will receive a gift after the completed transaction in UAVI tokens.
Using the UAVI ecosystem offers benefits to everyone. In addition to usage and satisfaction-based credits, reliability, accuracy and quality also play a prominent role.
Using and developing the UAVI ecosystem is a value that the system rewards. (see User bonus program).
In addition to rewarding the use of the system, we value the trust placed in it, so we also offer
significant rewards to Hodlers, after owning and holding purchased or rewarded UAVI tokens
for a certain amount of time. (see Hodler system)
We also value our outstanding experts, supporting their work through separate programs, be
it a project idea (see Incubator program) or a partnership (see Ambassador program) or even
participation in decision-making (see Community Governance program).

Managed exchange rate
We are aiming for a continuous increase in the value of UAVI tokens. We want to use all the
available tools to do this. These are, for example:
multi-level ICO followed by scheduled listing on exchanges
reliability - fulfillment of the commitments made in the Road Map,
reward system to help increasing the use of the UAVI token,
deflationary monetary system - with the possibility of burning tokens
hodler system - don’t just use it, keep some of your savings in UAVI and we reward you!
You will receive a significant bonus for keeping UAVI coins purchased under ICO-s or
rewarded to you.
expanding the network of experts - partnership with key experts, influencers, service
providers
airdrop system - we reward, encourage and support activities
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UAVI concept

Ambassador program
The UAVI Ambassador program aims to strengthen and grow the UAVI ecosystem, and is
planned to be launched from 2023. As part of it’s vision for a global and vibrant community,
UAVI is committed to support its ambassadors, who are actively involved in the UAVI platform and actively working to spread the word about the community drone-sharing system.
With this in mind, the Ambassador program encourages UAVI-related content creation with
token rewards. In addition, the Ambassador will focus on facilitating events, where new connections are made. The goal is to generate UAVI token traffic and encourage participation in
the Hodler program. UAVI distributes rewards based on the performance of each ambassador
in accordance with the rewarding structure.

Incubator program
We are planning to launch our incubator program to help the development of the UAVI
ecosystem from 2023. We will support viable and novel project ideas that contribute to the
growth of the UAVI drone ecosystem, be it the appearance of new services, hardware or
software elements.
In the incubator program’s pre-defined areas we will be accepting innovative project ideas
and business plans, for which we will provide financial support and infrastructure. In the incubator program, we would like to support unique project ideas where we can see that the team
who implements it can come together, and the idea will be useful for the users of the UAVI
ecosystem.

NFT Business on blockchain
A non-fungible token is a unique digital identifier that cannot be copied, substituted or
subdivided, that is recorded on the blockchain, and can be used to certify authenticity and
ownership (as a specific digital asset and specific rights relating to it) “
The NFT created by UAVI is digital information associated with a smart contract stored on
the blockchain. UAVI connects NFT and smart contract solutions for drone services, simplifying the system - customer relationship. NFT’s will be an integral part of the UAVI ecosystem,
being pilllars in a number of ways.
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UAVI concept

One possible area of use for pre-booking services available in the UAVI ecosystem, a quasi-voucher/gift card that can be sold on the market.
Another possible use of NFT-s is for the resulting products themselves, such as aerial photography, a 3D model of a building, an exploratory video of a mine and so on.
In connection with the unaltered data storage of UAVI, the NFT-s will also appear as “legal
documents” certifying authenticity, which will also include related services (eg. legal protection, representation, data storage).
The UAVI NFT collection will be released in connection with gaming and the metaverse,
which are an integral part of the real and virtual world. They appear as treasures of real value
that can be collected during the games, including in the UAVI Drone NFT Treasure Hunting
in real life, and in the metaverse.
Details of the following Token System components will be worked out prior to listing.

Metaverse
UAVI is launching a metaverse-development program. The UAVI platform will be organically
present in the metaverse, allowing as many services as possible to be displayed in the virtual
world.
The development direction of our own projects such as the drone e-sport, competition and
geocaching are also metaverse-based.

Drone e-sport
Drone racing popularity is on the rise. We would like to develop a different drone competition from what we see today, incorporating elements and game types from multiplayer FPS/
battle royale games, augmented reality solutions, and incorporating the whole concept into
the metaverse. Specific drone development, market for designs, parts etc, organizing events,
competitions, streaming the games all this offers many ways for strengthening the ecosystem. Our blockchain storage solutions will offer unalterable proof for in-game events, recorded statistics of players, and game outcomes or championship statistics.
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UAVI concept

Drone games and geocaching, treasure hunting
UAVI NFT Drone Treasure Hunting in real life and in the metaverse.
The UAVI ecosystem also includes the development of drone-based games. Within this,
We will also develop a treasure hunting platform, modeled on geocaching, in which hidden
NFT “treasures” can be found with drones in the real world, but especially in the metaverse which of course also means UAVI token rewards. The game can be developed by the community in every country in the world, discovering magical environmental locations and even
more amazing virtual worlds.

Community Governance
We believe that the problems with the decentralized blockchain are not related to technical
problems, but rather to consensual governance of its participants.
An appropriate management system enables continuous and rapid innovation with transparency and operational efficiency.
The Corporate Governance Principles of UAVI reflect the commitment of the Board of Directors to monitor the fairness and effectiveness of policies and decision-making regarding the
organization (foundation).
We will prepare a simple guide with instructions for prospective governors to participate in
community governance.
From 05.01. 2023, the UAVI ecosystem will move to a decentralized management model.
Community Governance allows UAVI token holders to participate in the decision-making
process regarding the growth and development of the UAVI ecosystem. Governors will be
rewarded for their service at the end of each management period. Reward levels are tied to
the governor’s commitment.
The UAVI community will evolve significantly from community responsibility, and the opportunity to become Governors.
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UAVI concept

Governors will be responsible for major economic and policy decisions. This is done through
regular voting. UAVI Foundation will carry out its tasks responsible for the development of
the UAVI ecosystem, based on the decisions of the governors. The UAVI Foundation is committed to making the voting process as simple as possible and to publish voting results for
the term of office, and implement community decisions in a transparent manner.
We want to apply the Community governance model in as many areas as possible, so for example, governors with a decision right in the UAVI system will play a key role in the selection
of incubator projects.

VeChain integration
VeChain is responsible for controlling and storing data in our supply chains. We will integrate this technology where needed to record temperature, humidity, flight altitude etc.
using VeChain chips.
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UAVI concept

UAVI
Platform
blockchain based drone platform of the future
As part of the UAVI ecosystem, we are creating a community
sharing & service-oriented marketplace PLATFORM.
The UAVI Platform provides DeFi solutions in the world of drones through the use of the
UAVI token and UAVI NFT issuances.
We are creating the first community service platform, where drone service providers and
users can find each other. The platform accepts transactions for operation in UAVI tokens
only between cooperating partners, and rewards both parties with UAVI tokens after each
successful transaction. UAVI also provides funding for innovative projects that contribute to
UAVI’s vision to become a reality.
UAVI aims to be the first to become a community sharing platform in the drone services
environment.
Through the UAVI Ambassador program, we are building our network around the world.
The Incubator program provides an opportunity to launch innovative new projects and help
startups.
The UAVI platform is dedicated to the development of drone-based games in the real and
metaverse worlds
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UAVI Platform
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UAVI Platform

We are creating a platform where drone technologies become widely available to everyone.
We are providing an opportunity to learn about the application areas of the new drone technologies, to compare the best available solutions, to develop a regulatory environment, and
to encourage trade.
UAVI is developing a decentralized smart contract-based data security system backed by
unalterable data that helps prevent conflict between the user and the service provider. All
components required for the use of drones will be available and usable within the UAVI ecosystem. We are creating a world without the need of paper-based documentation, bureaucracy, environmental strain, unnecessary delays and dangerous or stressful human labor.

UAVI
are building...
… the SUPPLY

On the supply side, we list each of the application areas of the
drones, be it a device, or a related service.

… and the DEMAND
We organize all of what is available to current and future users on
the demand side. All based on blockchain, which is decentralized,
transparent and impossible to alter.

… the INNOVATION
We encourage and incentivise partnerships to launch development
projects. By integrating solutions from multiple areas of application,
we support innovative developments that reform our lifestyle in a
holistic way, minimizing the burden on the environment, thus increasing human freedom in an economically sustainable, decentralized and transparent manner.
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UAVI Platform

UAVI
Market overview
Analytical market overview
Drones have shown the potential to transform industries, automate tasks, and uncover new
data sets. Demand for them is already booming, and it is estimated that by 2023 commercial
drone shipments will hit 2.9 million units, according to Frost & Sullivan¹.
The drone market will reach US$41.3 billion by 2026.
Looking at the big picture, the drone market is currently worth US$26.3 billion, and it will continue to grow. The DRONEII market model forecasts a 9.4% CAGR (Compound Annual Growth
Rate) at the global level, largely driven by the growth of commercial rather than recreational
drones. The drone industry will reach US$41.3 billion in revenue by 2026². To put this into
context, the global helicopter market is currently valued at US$48.2 billion by Statista³;
drones will likely reach this number within a decade even though helicopters have been
around for much longer.
When the drone market is split into 3 segments (hardware, software and services) it becomes
clear that it is a service-oriented market. Roughly 78% of global drone-related revenue is
generated through services rather than hardware or software. This segment is set to grow at
a rate of 9.6% CAGR and reach US$30.7 billion by 2026. The service segment is mainly driven by business-internal drone activities, i.e. companies that use drone technology for their
internal business processes. This share is over 70% within services today and will increase in
the future.
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1

https://www.frost.com/news/press-releases/commercial-drone-market-to-hit-2-44-million-units-by-2023-says-frost-sullivan/

2

https://droneii.com/the-drone-market-in-2021-and-beyond-5-key-takeaways

3

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1117653/global-helicopter-market-size-end-use/

UAVI market overview

The second largest share is held by so-called Drone-Service-Providers (DSPs), who offer their
services to third parties.

4
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https://droneii.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/drone-market-in-2021-2026-compressed.jpg

UAVI market overview

Examining investment in drone developments Germany ranks first between the world’s countries.
The amount of investment going into commercial drones in Germany since 2012 is €620M
(US$735.74). Swiss drones have also received plenty of investment, accumulating a total
of US$214.6M in investments since 2010. These solid investments are one reason why both
Germany and Switzerland have very strong commercial drone markets. In 2021, the German drone market is worth €840M (US$995.76M) while the Swiss drone market is worth CHF
435.4M (US$475.62M).

https://droneii.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/commercial-drones-in-germany-and-switzerland-compressed.jpg
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UAVI market overview

Drone market participants come from a wide variety of sectors. Within the hardware segment, passenger drones (eVTOLs/air taxis) and over-the-counter drone companies have
been the most talked about. As of this year there are nearly 200 concepts within the passenger drones’ field and an increasing number of conferences feature urban aerial mobility (UAM) discussions and even the first demos. Software is the fastest growing segment
of the drone market. To this day, people still underestimate the sheer amount of data that
drones collect and the tools that are needed to manage that data. Software businesses have
emerged to fill that demand and due to the virtual nature of their business they have been
able to scale quicker, more easily, and to access new markets with few barriers. The drone
services market is the largest segment in the commercial drone industry. Marketplaces continue to expand on the commercial drone market. Currently there are three kinds of marketplaces: those for pilots, data (video and pictures), and those for hardware. These matchmaking platforms have great potential to become drone operators.
As an illustration, the figure below shows the structure of Drone Market and its major players
from 2019. The market has only been growing since then

https://droneii.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Drone-Market-Environment-Map-2019-blog-post.png
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UAVI market overview

It would be easy to think that someone can simply buy a drone and start flying it around, but
drone regulation is the one of the major showstoppers – however it has changed dramatically. Today, we have reached new levels with risk categorization, airworthiness, and remote
identification guidelines. Commercial aviation is strongly regulated and since drones and
aircrafts will share the same airspace, drone technology needs to be integrated into these
aviation frameworks. In other words, the (drone) rules that are needed to use the drones’ full
potential today are still missing. The risk-oriented approach in the EU and USA (as well as
many other countries), is ideally suited for defining new, more advanced and complex missions in this airspace. To do this, operational, airworthiness and personnel standards are
required. There are some standards available (e.g. JARUS SORA) but we need more, especially
in the field of airworthiness. Airworthiness means the measure of a drone’s suitability for safe
flight, which is an essential part of drone certification. Regulation is difficult, but it is moving
in the right direction. NASA has also launched its own regulatory development program and
several major service providers are licensed to operate around the fold (US, EU, Australia,
Africa) (e.g., Zipline, Wing, Amazon).
The figure below illustrates the significant advances in regulation.

5

https://droneii.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Process-of-the-UAS-and-EU-Drone-Regulation.jpg
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UAVI market overview

UAVI
Market segment
Below is a review of the main areas where UAVI creates value.
The strongest drone use market is the Energy sector. In the Energy sector, roughly 83% of
the time drones are used to carry out inspections that could be life-threatening to a human
or would cost companies millions of dollars in lost revenue. Perhaps this is one key reason
why drone application in the energy sector is expected to reach a global market value of up
to 67%.
Mostly used for inspections in Real Estate, Rental & Leasing, and Industrial Plants.
Second market segment in line is Construction. In Construction, drones are mostly (80%)
used for mapping and surveying (e.g. aerial planning, inventory management, topographic
mapping, 3D reconstruction of sites or ongoing construction projects). This enhances worker safety, provides digital data that was not available before, makes project management
more efficient, and speeds up projects while decreasing cost in terms of time and money.
Not surprisingly this represents the majority of drone applications in other industries such
as Agriculture (59%), Mining, Quarrying and Oil & Gas Extraction (55%), and several other
industries, though these applications are more diversified.
The drone application plays an increasingly important role in photography and filming, which
many people outside the industry are very familiar with. This application represents 74% of
drone usage in the Information industry as well as 60% of their use in Arts, Entertainment
and Recreation.
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UAVI market segment

The figure below describes each market segment and the typical drone applications.

6
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https://droneii.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/drone-applications-per-industry.jpg

UAVI market segment

Delivery

UAVI
Development areas

Industry
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UAVI Development areas

Security

UAVI
Development areas
UAVI aims to create value in every segment of the drone market,
and in every aspect of its applications.
We are planning to implement the developments in several stages, depending on the
size and potential of the markets. Based on analyses from Market Overview and Market
Segment, UAVI formulated its development strategy in 3 main and 14 sub-areas.
In the areas selected in the first phase, UAVI wants to support the creation and deployment of
new solutions, connect service providers and users, and deliver an attestation service using
blockchain-based event tracking. Using a unique ID for every relevant event, the blockchain
can keep a “real-time record” of its timestamp, position and movements, operator, maintenance history together with a photo and video documentation. We store a trustworthy audit
log on the blockchain.
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UAVI Development areas

UAVI
Delivery
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UAVI Development areas

UAVI
Delivery
The advantages of blockchain in logistics
Because transaction data on the blocks cannot be altered or forged, the transaction information is very trustworthy. Also, by adopting smart contracts which can automate transactions under certain conditions, you can significantly improve the speed of work. In the
logistics sector, where tasks involve a lot of documentation, innovation is happening with this
blockchain technology.
In 2016, the Denmark-based shipping giant Maersk Line carried out a blockchain proof of
concept, and the carrier expects a 20 percent reduction in transportation costs if the blockchain is used for shipment of goods from East Africa to Europe. Blockchain is not just another new technology, it is expected to play a key role in achieving a steady growth of logistics
businesses. Therefore, there needs to be a discussion about what role blockchain technology
is going to play in the logistics sector. In logistics, numerous parties are involved to perform
the tasks of transporting raw materials or products to customers. All transactions in logistics
are carried out based on multiple documents to ensure trustworthiness of the transactions.
In global trade, work is done based on standard trade documents, whereas in face-to-face
exchanges, there are usually no trust issues as the buyer would pay after seeing the product
for himself.
Because transactions are solely dependent on documents in global trade, the risk is often
high, as you’re not sure if the other party will send you the products, or if the importer will
make a payment. Plus, in the case of global trade, where documents guaranteeing the quality of products are required, there is a possibility of these documents being altered or forged.
There is also no way of knowing what tasks or processes the other party is working on in real-time, unless you make a call or send an email. However, blockchain technology creates
a trusted environment by making sure that transaction information on blocks is resistant to
forgery or modification. In the future, blockchain is expected to bring about a paradigm shift
in logistics. It will make the transaction verification process more efficient, and help achieve a
quick delivery of goods and services through mutual trust among participants. This process
may take several years to be implanted in logistics.
Source: Geneva business, 20187
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https://www.gbnews.ch/blockchain-logistics-industry/

UAVI Development areas

More and more companies are experimenting with drone parcel delivery, as these flying devices can deliver anything beyond the usual home delivery solutions to hard-to-reach, even
disaster-stricken areas. Delivering parcels in the shortest possible time also minimizes the
environmental impact. This method of parcel delivery not only promises faster than traditional home delivery, but also offers tremendous environmental benefits. According to statistics from Our World in Data (see https://ourworldindata.org/co2-emissions-from-transport),
roughly 15% of the world’s total CO2 emissions come from road transport. Although the delivery of orders is only a small fraction of that, to stop climate change, every opportunity must
be taken to reduce emissions. Electric drones, unlike trucks, cars, and scooters used for parcel
deliveries today, emit no carbon dioxide at all; their proliferation could also contribute to the
fight against the climate crisis. Drones can perform logistics tasks with zero emissions.

What can drones actually carry?
Currently, the goods transported by drones can be divided into four segments: retail goods,
food, medical and industrial products.

Industrial

Commercial

Food

Medical
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UAVI
Delivery
Commercial drone
By retail, we currently mean goods shipped on e-commerce platforms in the first place such
as JD.com, Amazon or DHL. UAVI is launching joint projects with major international retail
and shipping companies to make the drone-economy, a fast and zero-emission solution as
widely available as possible. UAVI’s special data storage solutions ensure the traceability of
the delivered products and the fulfillment of their delivery.

Food dronse
The transportation of food has meant food home delivery of food from restaurants in practice. In the future, however, this range will be widely expanded with a number of other basic
products, not just food… UAVI projects aim to enable drone-based shipping tasks to be performed while complying with food-specific requirements. The storage of UAVI data provides
a transparent record of the expiration date and quality of food products.

Medical drone
Medical products shipped with drones currently include blood products, vaccines, medications, detoxification solutions, and in some cases, even the medical ingredients and other
medical devices needed for organ transplants. UAVI aims to expand current solutions for
organ transplantation to provide the fastest assistance to those in need.

Industrial drone
Lastly, the industrial goods that are shipped are highly dependent on the specific characteristics of the industry. For example, in the automotive industry, these can be automotive parts,
and in the energy industry, they can be maintenance tools. There may be areas or short
lead times that can only be resolved with drones. UAVI intends to improve the availability of
special heavy-duty drones for this purpose. Transparent data storage provides legal certainty
about the timely fulfillment of a liability agreement.
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Who delivers by drone?
There are two types of companies, who use drone deliveries: drone service providers and
businesses that expand their business with drones. The main difference between them is
that the former offers their services to others, while the latter uses drones to optimize their
own workflows. Prominent companies operating as Drone Service Providers (DSPs) include
Wing, Zipline, Flytrex, Flirtey, Matternet, Volans and Antworks.The major companies running drones for internal business services are JD.com, DHL, Amazon, Walmart, Zomato and
SF Express. A significant part of the key players on this side of the market are either a postal
service company or an e-commerce giant.
There are intergovernmental programs that are also worth mentioning, such as the World
Food Program and UNICEF, which carry out drone deliveries for humanitarian purposes.
The UAVI community space connects service providers and organizations with their own
use cases, and provides a transparent platform for collaboration.

8
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https://droneii.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/The-Drone-Delivery-Market-Infographic.png

UAVI Development areas

How strict is the regulation?
Drone shipping companies have no easy task with drone regulations. The vast majority of
drone deliveries are expected to take place over densely populated areas with a package attached to the device. These flight parameters mean that they require separate approval from
civil aviation authorities and air navigation service providers.
UAVI complies with the regulations providing unalterable traceable, and legal evidence to
examine the realizations that fit the permit.

Where does drone transportation actually work today?
Drone shipments are currently available in the following countries

America

Asia

Africa

Europe

In several states in the United States, where
Wing, Flytrex, Volans and UPS Flight Forward
deliver products.
Rwanda and Ghana in Africa, where Zipline
supplies blood

Australia and Oceania

Australia and Vanuatu in Oceania Wing and
Swoop Aero carries out drone deliveries approved by the government
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China and Japan in Asia Rakuten, JD.com,
Ele.me and SF Express soon be followed by India
where Zipline is about to start to operate
Finland, Iceland and Switzerland in Europe
Wing, Flytrex and Matternet continues to supply
drone in retail, food and in the pharmaceutical
industry

However, the interest is much wider than the range of service providers currently licensed.
One reason for this is the slowness of the licensing authorities and the individual licensing
process for each provider. The UAVI ecosystem aims to enable a more dynamic expansion
of the range of service providers.

Continuous expansion
More and more new drone delivery companies are expected to show up to gain their share in
the markets. These companies will certainly develop and present innovative solutions, therefore, rapid development can also come in technological terms. The UAVI community platform aims to help this development as well.

Closer partnerships
One of the secrets of success in drone shipments is strategic planning with trading and
public-private partnerships. A good example is Zipline which is developing more dynamically through cooperation with governments. UAVI is negotiating with the management of
OVSZ and EUROTRANSPLANT on the commissioning of organ transplantation drones in the
future.
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Air taxi
In addition to parcel transport, the field of passenger transport is also developing dynamically.
Some definitions:

UAM. Urban Air Mobility

—refers generally to large unmanned vehicles used primarily as taxi drones
or for cargo drone delivery in urban and suburban areas.

AAM. Advanced Air Mobility

—refers to large unmanned vehicles used in areas that are not urban (basically taking UAM and expanding it to apply to any type of flying environment).

eVTOL. Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing
—refers to the technology being developed and used for taxi drones, which
allows for vertical takeoff in congested urban environments, similar to how
helicopters take off and land.

The emerging field, known as urban air mobility (UAM), promises to develop electric vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) vehicles to transport people and goods across short
distances. If successful, UAM will create a new method of transportation, alleviate traffic
congestion in cities and generate an estimated $1 trillion in the coming decades, according
to Morgan Stanley. According to a recent press release from Hyundai, UAM isn’t just about
convenience—it’s also crucial for reducing our carbon footprint.
Using innovative construction, the sites can be installed in a matter of days, emit net zero
carbon emissions and can be operated completely off-grid, meaning they do not always
have to rely on a suitable grid connection.

But can I catch a ride on a drone already?
Still wondering when you’ll be able to hail a ride in a taxi drone? By way of answering that
question, let’s sum up the goals of the companies for the next seven years:
The EU plans to complete over 100 hours of test flights for UAM by 2023
Lilium plans to launch regular drone taxi flights by 2025
Urban Air Port plans to build 200 UAM Air Port sites by 2026
Hyundai plans to launch its taxi drone commercially by 2028
How do you know that UAVI is not the first community taxi service provider…? ;) It can be
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UAVI
Security
Drones can travel at high speeds and transmit an accurate picture of the entire flight path in
real time. They are suitable for pre-programmed tasks, they are able to keep an eye on persons, areas, objects while floating or moving.
Drones have up to 30x optical zoom, thermal imaging or a camera with artificial intelligence
can also be installed, which is capable of recognizing persons and objects and performing
pre-defined activities.
Civil protection and law enforcement organizations already have their experience in the
effective use of drones, cameras and sensors. Be it a person or an object search, quick location or area inspection, UAVI provides a data security system with a background of blockchain-based data storage that guarantees the authenticity of the data, and the date of their
creation.

Law enforcement,
crime prevention,
border protection

Property and
event protection
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Search and
rescue tasks

Search and
rescue tasks

Disaster
assessment

Legal background
The data storage to be developed by UAVI is legally validated data, a security system that
authentically certifies the photographic or video documentation of the occurrence of each
recording and event, even for years back. Relevant events with a timestamp ensure authenticity in a decentralized way, readable by anyone, which also has probative value in court.
Thus, an audit log is generated from the relevant events, which is stored on the blockchain.
For larger files, we store the hashes of the files, so the file / image / video can be stored anywhere, but UAVI will only authenticate the original data.

Law enforcement, crime prevention and border protection
Drones can be used to quickly and accurately assess crime locations. Easy to monitor events,
protected persons properties and objects. Drones can transmit data, images or live videos as devices can specialized. Drones equipped with artificial intelligence cameras are able
to teach and perform almost any task be it facial recognition, object recognition or even a
license plate identification. Thermal camera drones can help officers dealing with difficult
visual conditions or at night. In order to assess the legitimacy of individual law enforcement,
crime prevention and border protection actions, the UAVI data security system, which
certifies the photographic or video documentation of the occurrence of each recording and
incident for years, can be of key importance.

Property and event protection
For guarding larger areas, properties or events for aerial observation it is the most ideal
solution. High definition cameras and up to 30x optical zoom options give detailed pictures
or live video feed of every corner of the area with accurate custody and control of its details.
AI cameras can detect faces or objects, for counting groups of people for safety reasons and
any other task Thermal cameras are the ideal solution for night work. The status of objects
can be most authentically demonstrated by time stamped photographic or video documentation, which the UAVI data security system can provide for years back if needed.

Search and rescue tasks
In search and rescue, the most important thing is quick intervention and accurate mapping
of the area. Professional help is provided by drones and special cameras when people are
searching accidents it’s a matter of locating or detecting dangerous places. The high resolution cameras, thermal imagers and artificial intelligence cameras are capable of continuously
streaming live feed and UAVI provides unalterable storage for the data.
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Firefighting tasks
Specialized camera drones can help search for people in danger or trapped in a building,
or analyzing the spread of fire. This can give firefighters a picture of how to perform rescue,
or plan firefighting operations with the least risk to execute. UAVI data security services are
effective help on post event authenticated analysis of the fire process, rescue / fire fighting
jobs, or in post evaluation process in support of the insurance claim.

Disaster assessment
In case of natural or other disasters, the most important thing is precise damage assessment
and visual inspection of the area. Drone assistance shall be provided to the rescue services
on an ongoing basis providing live video stream from the site of the disaster to make search,
rescue and recovery possible. Drone footage also helps insurance companies during the
damage assessment, UAVI ensures the authenticity of the data, even for years back.
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UAVI
Industry
The emergence of industrial drones is a new industrial revolution. These technologies fundamentally change data collection and data usage. The appearance and spread of drones
allows to perform time-consuming and difficult tasks quickly and efficiently.
At UAVI we want to develop the solutions for the future, using blockchain applications
for the drone industry.

UAVI can be utilized in the mentioned sectors:

Telecommunications, communications industry

Service
industry

Energy
industry
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Film
industry

Agriculture

Construction

Film industry
One of the best known uses of drones is filming. Due to their high load capacity, several
types of cameras with optional lenses and focus pull electronics can be mounted on a drone.
UAVI’s blockchain-based data security systems provide solutions for the data security
challenges of the film industry and provides a verifiable background for transparent work.

Service industry
There are great opportunities within the service industry for the use of drones in difficult and
costly tasks. To conquer new market segments with significant cost efficiency provides plenty
of opportunities to use drone technology.
Cost efficiency of industrial cleaning drones, roof and surface cleaning drones are unquestionable and eventually will replace a large part of the use of helicopters in this area of
the service industry. Funeral, Insurance Damage and Environmental survey Drone applications to assess various contaminants are all such services that are already present in the
world but in the future, it will be part of our everyday life. UAVI provides blockchain-based
solutions to prove work completion, store authentic measurements and to collect data,
which can be stored for years.

Telecommunications, Communications industry
For the cost-effective operation of the communications industry, it is necessary to replace
the maintenance, fault detection, and antenna inspection with drones in the future. The
details of the time stamped photo or video documentation is also able to authentically
prove that the work has been completed, and document the process.

Agriculture
Industrial drones assist in precision with agriculture and technological solutions to maximize
cost effectiveness and production efficiency. Production events can be checked using
the blockchain made available via the UAVI, providing a calculation option which provides
unalterable data to the owner and employees. The data obtained in this way provides a solid
base for years of optimal operation, planning, and claims. The use of UAVI helps in the
application of technologies that makes everyday life more transparent and economical.
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Vegetation status of plants and any ecological damage can be assessed easily and effectively. The area can be surveyed from the air regularly, making it easy to check what is happening within the boundaries of an area. Air quality and soil humidity can be monitored.
You can be sure of the energy efficiency of your buildings with the help of thermal imaging.
Traceable, unalterable data will be added to the blockchain which serves as verifying data in
the event of a loss, a claim for insurance, or the sale of the real estate.
Spray drones are capable of saving up to 88% water and 50% pesticide compared to regular
spraying. Data is beneficial for optimal, transparent, secure management and operations. It
is very important to have a collection of the experiences retrospectively for a particular area
because that can be utilized in the future to provide sufficient information for the optimal
application of technologies. The use of UAVI simplifies the operation of the farm, assists with
spraying and provides a solution for the calculation to maximize crop. UAVI makes it possible
to prove that management events have occurred in compliance with regulatory and quality
requirements.

Energy industry
Energy production centers and the control of networks includes dangerous tasks. Replacing human labor and continuous cost reduction is a paramount challenge in the energy
industry. The drones have different cameras and sensors that can be mounted on them and
are capable of performing tasks quickly, and in almost any condition accurately. UAVI is providing verifiable data, and proves the work of completion with the help of the blockchain. In
addition, we are developing our UAVI token-based reward system to help rewarding quality work that will develop the energy industry in the long term.
UAVI is focusing on developing a blockchain based solutions in the following areas
within the energy sector:

Inspection of solar panels and solar parks

Drones equipped with a high-resolution camera and a thermal imager are suitable for
inspecting any roof or solar park for defects. The UAVI-based data storage makes it
possible to verify that productivity is in line as assumed, and provides credible documentation to validate any claims for damages.

Oil and gas line inspection

Inspection of pipelines is an important task, but spatial and topographical control
from the air is much simpler due to the conditions. Detecting anomalies using a
drone is faster and cheaper. With the help of UAVI, the inspections can be done in an
authentic way, with a time stamp and photo documentation.
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Inspection of wind turbines

It is extremely important to carry out regular inspections on wind turbines to detect
any possible defects. Working in heights is risky and expensive, therefore drones today are more effective, safer and offer a cheaper solution to replace human workforce. The completion of inspections and the adequacy of the condition of expensive
equipment can be authentically documented retrospectively for years using the
UAVI.

Inspection of high voltage systems

High voltage wiring can be tested using drones and special cameras easily and quickly.
Special cameras designed for this purpose are able to recognize faults when it is still
invisible to the human eye. The credibility of the audit is critical for such systems,
so UAVI provides a quick and inexpensive solution to this, with data accessible for
years.

Construction
The drone technology is an effective help to the construction industry. With the use of
drones, we are able to solve very complex and expensive tasks faster and cheaper, and
make processes controllable in a documented manner. Plenty of controversial questions
arise during the phases of construction. This is why UAVI`s smart contract-based data
security system is being developed to help prevent conflicts, providing untamperable data
stored on the blockchain used as proof. UAVI is developing a focus on the following blockchain based solutions in the construction industry:

Survey, modeling, design

Drones can carry out a survey with perfect accuracy of any building or area, and then
through processing it with software, we can obtain accurate plans or a relief map of
the fraction of the cost and time it takes without using drones. For 3-dimensional
building modeling, drones take images from the air and then the design software of
the drone creates a 3-dimensional model. The construction progress is comparable
to the original plans. As a result, the implementation of the entire process and
schedule can be tracked and corrected and is also easy to check. A regular photo
documentation carried out helps the work with authentic data both in the prevention and in the validation of insurance claims. UAVI storage is a long-term solution
for preserving data
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Task control

Drones can be used to survey a total construction site regularly. They can also check
the staff and the improvement of subcontracted work. With artificial intelligence it is
possible to keep an eye on the full construction process with cameras, and to detect
and immediately resolve any defects. Photographed and video documentation of
the inspection will be available to the parties for years to come.

Creating heat maps

With the assistance a thermal imager equipped drone, a heat map of a building or
construction site can be done in a fraction of the time. Heat maps of buildings are a
mandatory element in every energy certificate, and it is also advantageous because it
allows one to observe whether the insulation of the building was properly constructed
everywhere.
A non-compliant implementation can be traced back on the storage of the UAVI
data, and it can be determined who did what, when, and also what they failed to do
because of the non-compliance with the plans and requirements.
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UAVI
Token system
The UAVI token which runs the ecosystem is a business model and a monetary system with
a managed exchange rate. Details of the following Token System components will be worked
out prior to listing.

Token profile
Name
UAVI Drone

Symbol
UAVI

Blockchain
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) BEP-20

Maximum supply
5.000.000.000

Token allocation

36%

12%

public

UAVI Team - work rewards

5%

marketing

25%

UAVI Foundation

rewards

4% 5%

presale, ICO
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3%
10%

burning

development, liquidity

UAVI
Roadmap

Presales, ICO
Presale

2021. dec 25 – 2022. feb 10

0.01 USD, pool 1% = 50.000.000 UAVI token

1st ICO

2022. feb 10 – 2022. mar 10

0.02 USD, pool 1% = 50.000.000 UAVI token

2st ICO

2022. mar 10 – 2022. apr 10

0.03 USD, pool 1% = 50.000.000 UAVI token

3st ICO

2022. apr 10 – 2022. maj 10

0.04 USD, pool 1% = 50.000.000 UAVI token

UAVI
exchange
listings

2022. maj 10 – 2022. maj 15
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UAVI
Roadmap
2020. Q4
Building UAVI crypto expert team
UAVI projects
Transplant drone – concept
Delivery – concept

2021. Q1
Building UAVI crypto expert team
Crypto drone ecosystem structural and organizational layout planning
Drone market research
Business on blockchain planning phase
UAVI token issuance – conceptual phase
UAVI web – conceptual phase
UAVI projects
Transplant drone – concept
Delivery – concept

2021. Q2
Drone market research
Laying the foundations of Business on blockchain
UAVI Team – Board
UAVI token –planning phase
Data management system – conceptual phase
UAVI Whitepaper – conceptual phase
UAVI web – design concept
Social channels – conceptual phase
UAVI projects
Transplant drone – concept
Delivery – concept
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2021. Q3
Drone market research
Laying the foundations of Business on blockchain
UAVI Team – Board
UAVI token –planning phase
Data management system – conceptual phase
UAVI Whitepaper – conceptual phase
UAVI web – design concept
Social channels – conceptual phase
UAVI projects
e-sport – racing/battle royale – conceptual phase
Transplant drone – conceptual phase
Delivery – conceptual phase

2021. Q4
Networking, building partnerships
UAVI Team – Marketing
UAVI token - Presale
Data management system -conceptual phase
UAVI Whitepaper – GO-LIVE
UAVI web – GO-LIVE
Social channels – GO-LIVE
UAVI Marketing Phase I
UAVI Platform – conceptual phase
UAVI NFT- conceptual phase
Hodler system- conceptual phase
UAVI projects
Geocaching – conceptual phase
e-sport – racing/battle royale – conceptual phase
Transplant drone – development phase
Delivery – development phase
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2022. Q1
Networking building partnerships
UAVI Team – SW developers
UAVI token – ICO 1st,2nd,3rd round
Data management system- development phase
UAVI web -English website
Social channels – GO-LIVE
UAVI Marketing – Phase II
UAVI Platform – development phase
UAVI NFT – development phase
Hodler system - GO-LIVE
UAVI projects
Geocaching – conceptual phase
e-sport – racing/battle royale - conceptual phase
Transplant drone -development phase
Delivery -development phase
Flying Taxi - conceptual phase
Incubator projects… - conceptual phase

2022. Q2
Networking, building partnerships
UAVI Team – SW developers
UAVI token – Exchange listing
Data management system- development phase
Social channels – ongoing
UAVI Marketing – Phase III
UAVI Platform – development phase
UAVI NFT – GO-LIVE
Hodler system - ongoing
User bonus – conceptual phase
Ambassador program – development phase
Metaverse – conceptual phase
UAVI projects
Geocaching – conceptual phase
e-sport – racing/battle royale - conceptual phase
Transplant drone -development phase
Delivery - development phase
Flying Taxi - conceptual phase
Incubator projects… - development phase
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2022. Q3
Networking, building partnerships
UAVI Team – SW developers
Data management system- testing phase
Social channels – ongoing
UAVI Marketing – Phase IV
UAVI Platform – testing phase
UAVI NFT – New set
Hodler system - ongoing
User bonus – testing phase
Ambassador program – development phase
Metaverse – conceptual phase
UAVI projects
Geocaching – conceptual phase
e-sport – racing/battle royale - development phase
Transplant drone -development phase
Delivery -development phase
Flying taxi- development phase
Incubator projects… - development phase

2022. Q4
Networking, building partnerships
UAVI Team – experts
Data management system - GO-LIVE
Social channels – ongoing
UAVI Marketing – ongoing
UAVI Platform - GO-LIVE
UAVI NFT – New set
Hodler system - ongoing
User bonus - GO-LIVE
Ambassador program – testing phase
Metaverse – conceptual phase
UAVI projects
Geocaching – conceptual phase
e-sport – racing/battle royale - development phase
Transplant drone -development phase
Delivery -development phase
Flying taxi - development phase
Incubator projects – testing phase
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2023. Q1
UAVI Team – governors
Data management system- ongoing
Social channels – ongoing
UAVI Marketing – ongoing
UAVI Platform - ongoing
UAVI NFT – New set
Hodler system - ongoing
User bonus - ongoing
Ambassador program – GO-LIVE
Foundation -Community Government – development phase
Metaverse – development phase
UAVI projects
Geocaching – testing phase
e-sport – racing/battle royale - testing phase
Transplant drone -development phase
Delivery -testing phase
Flying Taxi - development phase
Incubator projects… - GO-LIVE

2023. Q2
UAVI Team – ambassadors
Data management system- ongoing
Social channels – ongoing
UAVI Marketing – ongoing
UAVI Platform - ongoing
UAVI NFT – New set
Hodler system - ongoing
User bonus - ongoing
Ambassador program – ongoing
Foundation – Community Government – testing phase
Metaverse – development phase
UAVI projects
Geocaching - GO-LIVE
e-sport – racing/battle royale - GO-LIVE
Transplant drone -testing phase
Delivery - GO-LIVE
Flying taxi – development phase
Incubator projects… - ongoing
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2023. Q3
UAVI Team – incubator programs
Data management system- ongoing
Social channels – ongoing
UAVI Marketing – ongoing
UAVI Platform - ongoing
UAVI NFT – New set
Hodler system - ongoing
User bonus - ongoing
Ambassador program – ongoing
Foundation - Community Government – GO-LIVE
Metaverse – development phase
UAVI projects
Geocaching - ongoing
e-sport – racing/battle royale - ongoing
Transplant drone -testing phase
Delivery - ongoing
Flying taxi - testing phase
Incubator projects… - ongoing

2023. Q4
UAVI Team
Data management system- ongoing
Starting Social channels – ongoing
UAVI Marketing – ongoing
UAVI Platform - ongoing
UAVI NFT – New set
Hodler system - ongoing
User bonus - ongoing
Ambassador program – ongoing
Foundation – Community Government – ongoing
Metaverse – testing phase
UAVI projects
Geocaching - ongoing
e-sport – racing/battle royale - ongoing
Transplant drone -testing phase
Delivery - ongoing
Flying taxi - testing phase
Incubator projects… - ongoing
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2024 UAVI Team
Data management system- ongoing
Social Channels – ongoing
UAVI Marketing – ongoing
UAVI Platform - ongoing
UAVI NFT – New set
Hodler system - ongoing
User bonus - ongoing
Ambassador program – ongoing
Foundation -Community Government – ongoing
Metaverse – GO-LIVE
UAVI projects
Geocaching - ongoing
e-sport – racing/battle royale - ongoing
Transplant drone - GO-LIVE
Delivery - ongoing
Flying taxi - GO-LIVE
Incubator projects… - ongoing

To the Moon....
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Team

Founders

Dávid
Debreceni
CTO
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Péter
Gerebenics
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Zsombor
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CEO

dr.

Tamás
Forgács Ph. D.
COO

UAVI
Disclaimer
Information on security risks.
The main risk factors the company may face, maintaining, and using the UAVI token are
essential, some are listed below.
Participants should consider all this information and risk factors in the white paper. We recommend that you consult professional advisers, including financial, accounting, the opinion
of legal, tax, technical or other advisers and experts before deciding to obtain UAVI tokens.
Risk factors may occur and UAVI cannot predict the likelihood of such an event occurring. The
UAVI token by acquiring, possessing and using the customer’s note assumes the following
risks:
Purchasing the token is only recommended for financially competent individuals, who are
able to assess the risks, with sufficient financial resources to be able to bear the resulting
losses and manage expected profits. Prior to buying UAVI tokens, you should receive professional advice in connection with the acquisition and maintenance of tokens.
Hackers, or other groups, organizations can try to intervene in the UAVI project in a number
of ways. Counterfeiting, theft, attack by malicious programs, consensus system attacks, and
any similar events that may affect the UAVI security is a risk. We are not responsible for the
security of tokens, NFTs and fiat money stored by our customers, nor do we take responsibility in terms of the capacity and volume of stock exchange turnover.
Private keys loss, custody error, or user error is a risk of losing access to the token for all
clients. To obtain, hold, and to forward it, the customer needs a crypto wallet. The customer
hereby understands that they are responsible for their own wallet, and possible storage by
a third party (e.g. stock exchange, portfolio service provider). The customer is responsible for
their wallet for transactions. Loss of the client ‘s private keys, or access to such private keys by
any third party, and the access to log in used by the customer, access to the wallet or authenticator and its data may give rise to abuse, which is the responsibility of the customer. Any
error or malfunction associated with the wallet, including customer’s own negligence, improper maintenance of the wallet, storage or damage during the use, or the wallet damages
resulting from the fault of the service provider may result in the loss of the tokens, for which
UAVI cannot be held responsible.
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